Mission Critical Information Management Overview
MCIM is used by stakeholders throughout the Mission Critical Ecosystem, from engineers to executives, with the system automatically adjusting its look and feel based on the user. The robust process & measurement functions fully integrate to provide a pipeline of clean data for quantitative analysis & fact-based decision making.

So What? Management

See immediate results on the most important metric in Mission Critical: Uptime Availability

Reduce future downtime by easily identifying dependencies & risks through Redundancy Protection

Confidently manage vendors with a configurable weighting and ranking criteria in Vendor Performance Benchmarking

Determine remaining useful life, maintenance history & forecast budget needs with Infrastructure Lifecycle Management

Be prepared to successfully pass audits, giving audit teams limited system access, through Audit Readiness

Identify and act on opportunities for improved energy consumption in your power & cooling via Efficiency Benchmarking

Speed recovery time by leveraging Root Cause Analysis as part of Rapid Incident Recovery

Document and standardize work flow for continuous use across the enterprise through Standards Authoring

Improve productivity & leverage performance efficiencies through Mobile Enablement

*MCIM Audit Readiness has been named a Best Practice at a Top-5 bank.

About Fulcrum Collaborations: Fulcrum Collaborations is a leading provider of design, development and implementation services for enterprise cloud computing solutions. Our solutions are an integral part of businesses around the world, including Fortune 500 and Fortune 100 firms across 4 continents.
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